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Abstract: This research applies Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) on prescriptions database of a central fill pharmacy in the 
State of Florida to extract useful knowledge that improves different strategies in pharmacy automation. The study involves 
the use of a Frequent Pattern Growth (FP-growth) approach to examine possible associations within the prescribed drug 
regime for different patients in order to find ways to improve the Robotic Prescription Dispensing System (RPDS) planogram 
process. The RPDS planogram mainly involves the distribution of dispensers among different robotic units and the dispenser 
assignment inside one robotic unit. The FP-growth application on a prescriptions database is novel, thus, FP-growth is tested 
on both sequential and parallel modes on a distributed platform Hadoop and MapReduce paradigm. The discovered rules 
reveal strong associations among the purchased drugs that are beneficial in improving the allocation and distribution of 
dispensers among the robotic units in an automated pharmacy. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Automation in pharmacies has achieved innovative levels of effectiveness and savings. The goal of pharmacy 

automation is to maximize the throughput of prescriptions and reduce operational costs. Pharmacy automation frees 
pharmacists and technicians from repetitive manual errands that would otherwise waste time. Thus, they can concentrate on 
clinical activities and enhance patient care quality. Furthermore, this allows the pharmacists to spend more time in 
consultation and communication with the patient and allows for a better understanding of their cases and how to provide the 
healthcare services they need (Tan et al., 2009). 

Nowadays, automated pharmacies are facing huge demands of prescription orders specifically the central fill 
pharmacies that distribute drugs to retail pharmacies. As a result, improvements are necessary on the Robotic Prescription 
Dispensing System (RPDS) to increase the throughput of prescriptions in an automated pharmacy (Innovation Associates, 
2010). The RPDS mainly consists of hexagonal robotic unit which contains the drug dispensers, a vials and caps pneumatic 
delivery system, and a main conveyor system.  Drug dispensers store, count, and release different tablet and capsule types all 
under computer control (Bergeron et al., 1999). The pneumatic cap and bottle delivery system is used to centralize and 
minimize the activities involved in loading and transporting empty caps and bottles to the robots. The conveyor system is 
used to transfer totes that are assigned to hold patient prescriptions, among the stations based on the type of order and routing 
criteria. In a central fill pharmacy, the RPDS include more than one robotic unit, which made the distribution and the 
assignment of drug dispensers inside these units a difficult problem. It is necessary to ensure that the assignment of drug 
dispensers to these robots is efficient for its major role in running the system smoothly and increasing the throughput of 
prescriptions (Innovation Associates, 2007). There is no literature done on this field, and thus, there is no certain approach 
ensures the optimality of the allocation of drug dispensers among and inside the robots.  

The process of identifying the locations of drug dispensers and distributing them among different robots along with 
determining how many dispensers of each drug should be physically placed inside the robotic unit is called the RPDS 
planogram. A good planogram increases pharmacy throughput significantly. Furthermore, the pharmacy is better equipped to 
fulfil the demand of its customers in a shorter time, where in this context customers are patients. The pharmacy is also able to 
increase its revenue as well as patient satisfaction. 

This research seeks to extract knowledge from a prescriptions database to improve the planogram of the RPDS. The 
study involves the use of a FP-growth approach, which is one of the Association Rule Mining (ARM) algorithms to examine 
possible associations within the prescribed drug regime for different patients. Prescription data mining helps with capturing 
the most frequent itemsets for prescriptions. The frequent itemsets are the groups of prescriptions that frequently appear in 
one transaction for different patients. The knowledge of frequent itemsets gives insights about the drugs that are more likely 
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